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Abstract 
Nowadays, high-rise buildings are not isolated but situated close to other building. These 
structures can get energy from surrounded flow and cause flow induced oscillation under 
certain circumstances. Flow interference between the bodies depends on various factors such 
as body geometry, spacing ratio, reduced velocity, supports and end conditions of the 
arrangement. Influence of drag on such bodies plays a major role. Drag coefficient have 
been found out for Reynolds number 100 and 200 for varying spacing ratio for flow past two 
square cylinders of different size with corner modification. Results showed that in case of 
larger upstream and smaller downstream cylinders, drag coefficient for the downstream 
cylinder is less compared to the upstream cylinder for square cylinders when compared to 
corners rounded cylinders whereas, square cylinders with corners chamfered lies in between 
them. In case of smaller upstream and larger downstream cylinders, drag coefficient for the 
downstream cylinder is more compared to the upstream cylinder for square cylinders when 
compared to corners rounded cylinders whereas, square cylinders with corners chamfered 
lies in between them. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, high-rise buildings are not 
isolated but situated close to other 
building. These structures can get energy 
from surrounded flow and cause flow 
induced oscillation under certain 
circumstances. When one of the bodies is 
subjected to oscillation, the interference 
becomes more complex and depends on 
oscillation frequency and amplitude. 
Oscillation of a cylinder significantly 
influences the wake of the downstream 
side of the bluff bodies. However, when 
the Reynolds number exceeds a critical 
value, vortex shedding occurs in the wake, 
resulting in a significant pressure drop on 
the rear surface of the body. Also, vortex 
shedding occurs over a wide range of 
Reynolds numbers, causing serious 
structural vibrations and resonance. 
Despite numerous investigations on flow 
past a cylinder, little attention has been 
directed towards the flow past multiple 
cylinders. The fluid flow interference 
between two cylinders placed one behind 
the other has been the subject of 
considerable research. Such a two-body 
arrangement has many engineering 
applications such as high rise buildings, 
twin-conductor transmission lines, two 
parallel suspension bridges and ocean 
structures (risers, cables, and pipelines). 
Flow interference between the bodies 
depends on various factors such as body 
geometry, spacing ratio, reduced velocity, 
supports and end conditions of the 
arrangement.The review of the literature 
reveals that there is wide scope for the 
study of drag coefficient on flow past two 
square cylinders of same and different size 
by variying the spacing ratio in between 
the cylinders with corner modifications 
arranged in tandem. 
 
Based on the above study the following 
objective have been selected for the 
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present work.To find out drag coefficient 
for Reynolds number 100 and 200 for 
spacing ratio 2.0,4.0 and 6.0 for flow past 
two square cylinders of different size with 
corner modification. 
 
NUMERICAL WORK 
Flow is assumed to be unsteady and two-
dimensional with constant fluid properties. 
The set of governing equations are 
integrated over the control volumes which 
produces a set of algebraic equations. The 
SIMPLE algorithm was used for coupling 
the pressure and velocity terms. The set of 
algebraic equations are solved sequentially 
by implicit method. The second order 
implicit scheme was used for time 
integration of each equation. The 
calculations are carried out using the 
FLUENT. The dimensionless time step of 
size 0.01 is used in the computations and 
convergence criteria is set for 10
-6
 and 
surface of cylinder is considered as no slip 
condition.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Geometry And Boundary Conditions 
Fig. 1 Two square cylinders of differnt 
size with sharp corners, chamfered and 
rounded [not as per scale] are considered 
for the investigations: 
 
In all the above cases, cylinder of the 
upstream is fixed and the spacing ratios of 
2,4 and 6 are used. the size of the 
computational domain is 6.5d square 
cylinders from inflow, top and bottom 
boundaries and 30d square cylinders in the 
downstream cylinder. the inlet boundary 
condition is uniform velocity of u=1, v=0. 
the outlet boundary condition is set zero 
for pressure. no-slip boundary conditions 
are applied on the walls of the cylinder and 
a symmetry boundary condition is applied 
to the lateral upper and lower boundaries.
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Two square cylinders of differnt size with sharp corners, chamfered and rounded 
with SR of 2, 4 and 6[Not as per scale]. 
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Drag Coefficient 
The drag coefficient sharply decreases 
initially from a maximum value to a 
minimum value. It is then sharply 
increases and starts oscillating which 
finally reaches to a constant amplitude of 
oscillation about a mean value. This 
demonstrates that the drag coefficient is 
unsteady periodic nature. This is observed 
in all the cases under investigation.  
 
Drag coefficient for two square 
cylinders of various size(larger 
upstream and smaller downstream) 
with corner modification when spacing 
ratio are 2,4 and 6 for Re=100 and 200. 
Fig. 2 show drag coefficient for square 
cylinders with various size for Re=100 
when spacing ratio is 2 and 6. During 
spacing ratio 2, the magnitude oscillation 
for drag coefficient for upstream and 
downstream cylinder, it is found to be 
+3.70 and +0.60. When spacing ratio is 6, 
the magnitude of oscillation for drag 
coefficient for cylinder in the upstream 
and cylinder in the downstream is +4 and 
+3.  
 
Fig. 3 show drag coefficient for square 
cylinders with corners chamfered of 
different size for Re=100 when spacing 
ratio is 2 and 6. The magnitude of 
oscillation of drag coefficient for cylinder 
in the upstream and cylinder in the 
downstream which can be observed from 
the graph is +2.80 and -0.25 when spacing 
ratio is 2. During spacing ratio 6,the 
magnitude of oscillation of drag 
coefficient for cylinder in the upstream 
and cylinder in the downstream is +3.25 
and +1.75.  
 
Fig. 4 show drag coefficient for square 
cylinders with corners rounded of same 
size for Re=100 when spacing ratio is 2 
and 6. The magnitude of oscillation of 
drag coefficient for cylinder in the 
upstream and cylinder in the downstream 
is +2.85 and -0.25 when spacing ratio is 2. 
when spacing ratio is 6, the magnitude of 
oscillation for cylinder in the upstream and 
cylinder in the downstream is +4.0 and 
+2.50.  
 
Drag coefficient for two square 
cylinders of various size(smaller 
upstream and bigger downstream) with 
corner modification when spacing ratio 
are 2,4 and 6 for Re=100 and 200. 
Fig. 5 show drag coefficient for square 
cylinders with various size for Re=100 
when spacing ratio is 2 and 6. For spacing 
ratio 2, During spacing ratio 2, the 
magnitude of oscillation of drag 
coefficient for cylinder in the upstream 
and cylinder in the downstream is +0.10 
and +0.20. But when spacing ratio is 6, the 
magnitude of oscillation of drag 
coefficient for cylinder in the upstream 
and cylinder in the downstream is +1.35 
and +1.15. 
  
Fig. 6 show drag coefficient for square 
cylinders with corners chamfered of 
different size for Re=100 when spacing 
ratio is 2 and 6. For spacing ratio 2, When 
spacing ratio is 2, the magnitude of 
oscillation of drag coefficient for cylinder 
in the upstream and cylinder in the 
downstream is +1.60 and +1.25.The 
magnitude of oscillation of drag 
coefficient for cylinder in the upstream 
and cylinder in the downstream is +1.40 
and +2.40 when spacing ratio is 6. 
  
Fig. 7 show lift coefficient and drag 
coefficient for square cylinders with corners 
rounded of same size for Re=100. when 
spacing ratio is 2 and 6. The magnitude of 
oscillation drag coefficient for cylinder in the 
upstream and cylinder in the downstream is 
+1.18 and+ 1.22 when spacing ratio is 2. The 
magnitude of oscillation of drag coefficient 
for cylinder in the upstream and cylinder in 
the downstream is +1.40 and +1.25 when 
spacing ratio 6.  
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In smaller upstream cylinder and 
downstream cylinder which is bigger, it 
have been discovered that the extent of 
wavering of coefficient of drag oscillation 
is more for the cylinder in the downstream 
and smaller for the cylinder in the 
upstream. Two square cylinders for larger 
upstream cylinder and smaller downstream 
cylinder, it have been discovered that the 
size of wavering of the drag coefficient 
oscillation is smaller for the cylinder in the 
downstream and larger for the cylinder in 
the upstream. 
 
It has been found that in all the cases under 
investigation, drag coefficient, the size of 
wavering for upstream cylinder and 
downstream cylinder for spacing ratio 4 is 
lying in between the spacing ratio 2 and 6 
due to the distance between the cylinders 
lies in between them. Swaying of the drag 
coefficient for downstream cylinder start 
early than the upstream cylinder. When 
spacing ratio increased to 6, magnitude of 
oscillation of drag coefficient for upstream 
cylinder and downstream cylinder is found 
to be larger than spacing ratio 2 and 4. 
This is due to the downstream cylinder is 
kept a long way from the cylinder 
upstream and almost doesn't have any 
effect on the upstream cylinder during the 
flow across the cylinders. Oscillation starts 
early for drag coefficient because the time 
required to reach the vortex shedding is 
less without corners modified cylinders. 
With corners modified cylinders, there is a 
marginal decrease in the amplitude of 
oscillations. Oscillation is delayed for drag 
coefficient because the time required to 
reach vortex shedding is less. At the point 
when Reynolds number is expanded from 
100 to 200, the size of wavering is 
expanded with a comparative pattern for 
drag coefficient. 
 
    C1-Upstream cylinder. 
                C2-Downstream cylinder. 
 
 
Figure 2: Drag coefficient of larger upstream and smaller downstream square cylinders for 
Re=100, SR=2, 4 and 6. 
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Figure 3: Drag coefficient of larger upstream and smaller downstream of square cylinders 
with corners chamfered for Re=100, SR=2, 4 and 6. 
 
Figure 4: Drag coefficient of larger upstream and smaller downstream cylinder for square 
cylinders with corners for Re=100, SR=2, 4 and 6. 
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Figure 5: Drag coefficient of smaller upstream and downstream square cylinders for 
Re=100, SR=2, 4 and 6. 
 
 
Figure 6: Drag coefficient of smaller upstream and larger downstream of square cylinders 
with corners chamfered for Re=100, SR=2, 4 and 6. 
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Figure 7: Drag coefficient of smaller upstream and larger downstream square cylinders with 
corners rounded for Re=100, SR = 2, 4 and 6. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In case of larger upstream and smaller 
downstream cylinders, drag coefficient for 
the downstream cylinder is less compared 
to the upstream cylinder for square 
cylinders when compared to corners 
rounded cylinders whereas, square 
cylinders with corners chamfered lies in 
between them. 
  
In case of smaller upstream and larger 
downstream cylinders, drag coefficient for 
the downstream cylinder is more compared 
to the upstream cylinder for square 
cylinders when compared to corners 
rounded cylinders whereas, square 
cylinders with corners chamfered lies in 
between them. 
 
Similar trend has been found in all the 
cases under investigation when spacing 
ratio is 4 which is lying in between 
spacing ratio 2 and 6.  
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